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News from around the Mission Field, compiled by Rosemary Croft

BMS World Mission
Transforming lives
The Douglas Family have
returned from a dry and brown
Home Assignment in the UK to
a wet, muddy and lush Nepal.
They enjoyed visiting many
Churches, family and friends and
were very encouraged seeing
faithfulness to God and the
support that so many are giving
to them and all of the ministry of
BMS.
Whilst at home they were able
to reflect on the preceding year,
a chance to take stock especially
as they have just marked their
6th anniversary in Nepal.

Then in May the running of PAH’S
first Medical Humanities Course
for undergraduate students that
Helen helped to write and deliver.
July marked the completion of
Helen’s MSc in Medical Education
(results not out until Dec).

completed
her
primary
education and started year 7,
and Esther is now in year 4.
Sometimes it is good to stand
still, look back, remember and be
thankful. They have known God’s
hand in the small and big things,
giving them grace and patience
to deal with frustrations or
putting folks in their path to
encourage them. There is much
that they do not know about the
year ahead but they know that
He who is Faithful is with them.
Please continue to Pray for KISC
fundraising - for guidance for
future roles and responsibilities
– for their ongoing adoption
journey – that they would be the
aroma of Christ wherever they
go and serve. They are praising
God that Helen’s Mum, Ruth is
still in remission from her cancer.
Thank God for this dear family
and remember them before Him
each day.

AIM International
Sharing Jesus in Africa.
In the UK Angus spoke about the
altars that the Israelites had
erected as they travelled to mark
special moments of forgiveness,
provision or encounters with
God. These were often pillars of
stone and stood as tangible
reminders, to those who
journeyed along the same way,
of the faithfulness of God. They
could look back across the
wilderness and see those altars
and remember.
Therefore, this summer they
looked back on the altar
moments, big and small, where
they have known God’s guidance
or provision. The biggest and
most unmissable was the
successful completion of the
KISC building project and moving
to the new site in March.

For the children it has been a big
year; not only have they moved
house and school, but each has
learned lots, matured and grown
taller and in shoe size!! This has
meant multiple shopping trips in
the UK!! Caleb, year 10, towers
over Helen and Angus, Charis has

The Tjiwana Family are doing
well. They are very busy – Zeka
with his Masters Course, which
is going well (except the
workload keeps increasing) and
Anita with her Teacher Training
course ( she has passed her first
half). They had a little celebration
when Jorma and Yochanan had
their 3rd birthday in July and the
girls, Sally and Sarah, are looking
forward to going up to grade 1
next year. Zeka has managed to
go back to Tsumkwe on a short
Ministry trip reaching out to the
youth. They would appreciate
our Prayers for parental wisdom
and for their spiritual growth,
and for wisdom in working with
others who do not necessarily
embrace any change.
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